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Summary. The article provides an overview of the works of the great Patriotic war veteran,
Professor MGGU, K. Yu.N., Honored lawyer of the Russian Federation L. L. Fedorova.
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Bayramov V.D., Alexandrova E.V.
INFLUENCE OF ACCESSIBLE ENVIRONMENT IN EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATION ON THE FORMATION OF STUDENT’S WITH DISABILITIES STATUS
Summary. The article examines the complex problems associated with the specific status and
role-based set of students with disabilities. Organization of accessible environment in educational institution is considered as one of the factors that have a significant impact on the professionally-oriented socialization of students with disabilities.
Keywords: accessible environment, disability, status-role-set of professionally-oriented socialization.
VOEVODINA E.V.
ATTACKRATE SYSTEM OF STRATIFICATION FOR EXAMPLE A SOCIOLOGICAL NOVEL A.A. ZINOVIEV «YAWNING HEIGHTS»
Summary. The article analyzes the attackrate issues system of social stratification. Analyzes
the model of society presented by the sociologist and philosopher A.A. Zinoviev in his work
«Yawning Heights».
Keywords: attackrate, stratification, socialism.

VORONTSOV E.A.
THE CLASSIFICATION OF SCIENCES OF F. BACON: THE ORIGINS OF A NEW
PHILOSOPHICAL PARADIGM

Summary. The article provides a historical and philosophical analysis the main work of
F. Bacon «De Dignitate et Augmentis Scientiarum». The article gives a differentiated view of all
major aspects of the philosophy of the English thinker, focused on the idea of establishing on
Earth the «Kingdom of man». The author pays special attention to understanding of Bacon`s interpretation of the nature and essence of philosophical knowledge.
Keywords. F. Bacon, Aristotle, philosophy, metaphysics, empiricism, the theory of the two
truths, logic, induction.
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KHAKIMOV R.M.
DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIAL INTERNATIONAL LEGAL MECHANISMS OF THE
UNITED NATIONS TO PROTECT THE LABOR RIGHTS OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
Summary: The article presents a historical and informative analysis of the development of
special international legal mechanisms to protect the labor rights of people with disabilities. The
author analyzes the special rules of the United Nations, which guarantees the implementation of
the labor rights of people with disabilities, revealing the contents of each document.
Keywords: prohibition of discrimination, labor rights, disability as a condition of discrimination, protection of labor rights of people with disabilities.
SOBENINA M.A.
Legal problems for the provision of travel services to persons with disabilities
Summary: The article is devoted to the main problems and prospects of development of barrier-free environment for persons with disabilities in the provision of tourist services.
Key words: accessible environment, the law, the invalid, a person with disabilities, services,
social protection.
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GENISH Eyup
NATIONAL-FIGURATIVE-COMPONENT-CONCEPTION IN SEMANTIC SPACE OF
COMPOUND NAMES
Summary. The article covers the problem of national-figurative-component-conception in
semantic space of compound names from linguocultural point of view. The article also presents
difficulties of the relationships between components of compound name as well as their comparing in Turkish language with Russian language, exposure of common fields, definite similarities
and differences in the meaning and structure of compound names.
Keywords. linguocultural studies, compound name, (pathname), Turkish language, culture.
Stupina O.A.
INDIVIDUAL – CREATIVE APPROACH IN THE FORMING OF THE BASIS OF
POLYLINGVISM
Summary. This article is about the questions of teaching of foreign languages from the point
of creating of multi-language receptive competence.
Keywords: skills, abilities, polylinguism, the needs of the society, the process of teaching.
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METAPHOR AS A WAY OF COGNITION OF REALITY AND ITS ROLE IN TEACHING ENGLISH
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Summary: The paper presents the interpretation of metaphor as a cognitive process in the
expression of new concepts and creation of new knowledge.
Keywords: metaphor, the process of metaphorization, ethno-specific metaphor, synesthesia,
socio-cultural competence
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LITVINENKO I.L., KIYANOVA L.D.
THE ROLE OF SMALL INNOVATIVE ENTERPRISES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF
THE REGIONAL INNOVATIVE SYSTEM
Abstract: The distinctive characteristics of small business are susceptible to the innovations
in management and production activities, rather quick adaptation to external influences and environmental changes, high capital turnover and relatively low management costs. Small innovative enterprises can be a great business testing ground for innovative ideas.
Keywords: small business, small innovative enterprises (SIP), regional economy, regional innovative systems.
LAPTEV S.V.
THE PROBLEM OF GAIN REORIENTATION OF THE BANKING SYSTEM TO
DEVELOPMENT OF THE REAL SECTOR OF THE ECONOMY AND APPROACHES TO ITS SOLUTION
Summary: in the article the main factors which determine the orientation of the Russian
banking sector on development of the real sector of the economy are revealed. It was found that
insufficient orientation of the banking sector on development of Russian economy makes it difficult to adapt the real sector to the changing environmental conditions, structural changes, exit
from the crisis and reduces the efficiency of entering into long-term and medium-term development cycles. The economic policy measures, which are able to compensate for the shortcomings
of the Russian banking system and increase its flexibility in the long term, are offered.
Keywords: banking system, orientation on the needs of the real economy, financial and economic policies.
BUGAENKO M.V.
IMPROVING STRATEGIC PLANNING AT THE ENTERPRISE IN THE CONDITIONS
OF AUTOMATION OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Summary. The paper discusses issues related to the implementation of strategic planning at
industrial enterprises. Possible threats and opportunities which the enterprises save while
choosing a long-term strategy are analyzed, with the specific of their activities taken into account and the characteristic of most common types of development strategies is given. The necessity of introduction of information automation system to optimize the information processes
and significantly improve the quality and efficiency of decision-making, which is extremely important in the conditions of hypercompetition is stated. The content of a typical automated information system at the enterprise is suggested and its advantages and disadvantages affecting
the activity of the enterprise as a whole are explained.
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Allahverdiyeva L.M.
UNIVERSITY PEDAGOGY AND INCLUSION: FROM INNOVATION TO EVERYDAY
PRACTICE

Summary. The article examines problems of implementation of inclusive education in higher
educational institutions. Explores the role of teacher in the process of inclusive education, professional qualifications of teachers, discusses the problems of implementing inclusive education
practices in higher educational institutions of Russia.
Keywords: education system, inclusive education, disabilities, special educational needs, educational process, professional qualities of a teacher
GERASIMOV A.V.
THEORETICAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL ASPECTS OF COMPLEX SUPPORT OF
INCLUSIVE HIGHER EDUCATION
Summary. The article describes the essential characteristics of complex support inclusive educational process in the University, its features, structural and functional aspects, efficiency criteria. Principles and techniques of integrated support learning disabled students with disorders
of SLM in institutions of higher education.
Keywords: higher education, disabilities, inclusion, support, comprehensive support, psychopedagogical support, health and social care.
BELOZERTSEVA N.V., NASONOVA E.A., FATYANOVA T.A.
CONDITIONS OF STUDENT’S AUTONOMY REALIZATION AS IN COMPETENCE
BUILDING APPROACH OF LANGUAGE EDUCACION
Summary: The article describes the organization of students’ autonomous learning activities
to develop communicative competence in the educational resource centre.
Keywords: learner autonomy, self-instruction, foreign language learning, communicative
competence, educational resource centre.

BABANOVA E.M.
INCLUSIVE EDUCATION: BASIC PRINCIPLES, HISTORY OF FORMATIONAND
THE EXPERIENCE MOSCOW STATE HUMANITARIAN – ECONOMIC UNIVERSITY
Summary: The article is dedicated to the study of the formation stages of educational system
for disable people, the analysis of disability models dominating in society and the rewiev of the
formation of inclusive education by the example of Moscow State Humanitarian-Economic University.
Key words: integration, inclusive approach, disability models, disable people, formation of
educational system for disable people.
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